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Across

1The clock told this finally and was sewn up to 
help with the work (1,6,2,4)

10Does not sound like a dance but it is (3-4)

11Limit us to cause responses, by changing ( 7)

12Go do it well instead of messy (4)

13The Saint and all stop mixing (5)

15Two of me is the idea that is spread (4)

17After 50 they are full but with   50   they missed 
 out ( 3)

19In turn, he sounds ready to train (6)

21Icy red and cold to mix (3,3)

22Polite without 'e and I see the cunning decision 
(7)

23'E chews and will avoid to turn (6)

24Not to feed in (3,3)

26The French for them around to slay (3)

28My bro's are round and still confused (4)

30The South group may blow this (5)

311 across saves this, no? (4)

34Gary lee is in a bitter twisted manner (7)

35Bond needed to see through this (7)

36In a manner of telling, most start with this 
primarily (4,4,1,4)

Down

2CIIIT by the sound of it (3,2,2)

3A broken charge around some tea to enter (4)

4Dublin in Ireland. Without 50 is a head (6)

5The fish follows in and is in a shoe (6)

6The WI is in for a teetotaler's stupid night (4)

7Mother and you have mixed the colour (5)

8Sounds like T   I   M   E with no sea (4,4,2,3)

9Drink up and leave with the final bell (4,9)

14A small amount of dessert, perhaps? (1,6)

16Cannot see this light to use to write (1,1,3)

18O, these transport the whales, in a round about 
way (5)

20The radio announced it was one back 
immediately (3)

21He is ready to lose his life and change the look 
of it, by the sound of it (3)

25"051 for 1000" like an egg? (7)

26No need to wake up as I will do this( 4,2         )

27It's in opposed to 24 across (4,2)

29How to start (5)

32It breathes the pollutant in the wood, from our 
perspective (4)

33See why this sounds as if it precedes the Saint 
and the sac (4)
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